Definition: “Media Active Lay Publics”

Media Active Lay Publics (MALPs) are segments of the audience who imagine themselves as members of a particular issue or value specific group; who are oriented towards the ‘Other’ in terms of ‘sociation’; who are founded in society as ‘natural’ groups; and who act through the media in construction of emerging agendas for action (Micevski, 2014).

The concept of ‘Lay Publics’ is defined in juxtaposition to the concept of ‘Audience’. They are differentiated by five criteria: [i] self-imagination (Anderson, 2006); [ii] orientation towards the other as ‘sociation’ (Weber, 1978); [iii] formation in society (McQuail, 2005); and [iv] existence of an emerging ‘agenda for action’ (Baden & Tenenboim-Weinblatt, 2015).

[i] Drawing on Hartley (2002) and McQuail (2005), audiences are conceptualized as a ‘category of individuals’ who are imagined as a category by the industry, by the researchers and by the regulatory bodies. While audiences are indeed ‘active’ in the sense that they actively interpret media content, members of the audience however do not have an active sense of belonging to a particular group that has a particular value position and a particular issue that unites them in terms of political action (political in the broad sense of the word). Thus, to label an imaginary group as an audience, in Hartley’s words, is in fact a procedure of ‘homogenization’ which inflates it with certain qualities (characteristics, behaviours, needs, wants etc.) from outside - audiences are in fact constructed from an ‘external’ source point. On the other hand, Lay Publics are self-imagined (to use Benedict Anderson’s concept) – they have group-self-awareness. Thus we can speak of individuals when we speak about audiences, but we can only speak about individuals-as-part-of-a-group when we conceptualize Lay Publics.

[ii] Lay Publics, however, are not self-imagined in an ethno-cultural sense, but as issue and value oriented informal groups. There is no ethnic Macedonian Lay Public, but there is a liberal anti-traditionalist Lay Public within the group of ethnic-Macedonians. As Dayan (2005) proposes, Weber’s (1978) notions of ‘communalization’ and ‘sociation’ are useful to distinguish one form of association from the other. While ‘communalization’ entails a subjective feeling of belonging to a community, ‘sociation’, is a rational community made in a contractual fashion.

[iii] The danger of ‘essentialisation’ of the concept is taken into consideration in the distinction between Lay Publics and Audiences. This distinction does not presuppose that Audiences are the complete opposite from Lay Publics – as one group of people against another. It only means that this distinction is useful for analytical purposes. Audiences and Lay Publics do not refer to completely different people; after all, Lay Publics are a segment of the audience. Sonia Livingstone (2005) distinguishes Publics and Audiences, but she does not oppose them for this very reason. For conceptual purposes, one can conceive of another distinction between Audiences and Lay Publics, just as McQuail (2005) has done. Publics, and in our sense Lay Publics, are constructed in society [including the construction through social networks interaction], while Audiences are constructed in
the media [media industry]. Both Audiences and Lay Publics are increasingly mediatized, which makes this distinction vague in practical sense, but useful in a conceptual sense. Lay Publics are not somehow ‘frozen’ with essential and stable characteristics – they are in a constant flux.

[ii] Being oriented towards the Other, Lay Publics need to act in construction of an emerging agenda, not only that they rest upon a self-imagination principle of identity (who they are and who they are not), but are also are action-oriented (what and how they act) and purposive (what they want to achieve). They have to have (1) a verbal/written manifestation of the intent to change the current state of affairs; (2) a general idea of a desirable situation; and (3) an action undertaken towards building a consensus on achieving it - the idea of an emerging agenda for action is derived from the concept of agendas for action (Baden & Tenenboim-Weinblatt, 2015). The Lay Publics that are active through the media (blogs, Facebook posts, comments etc.) to construct and advance their emerging agenda are conceptualised Media Active Lay Publics.
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